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Ireland is joining ChessMates™ for its 4th Edition in Murmansk, Russia
Following the first success of ChessMates, with the 3rd ChessMates Youth Chess Tournament in
Paris and the signing of the ChessMates charter in Paris by the three “Founding Fathers” Paris,
Rotterdam and Murmansk, the ChessMates committee is happy to announce that Ireland will be
joining the family as well.
The 3 founding chess cities are chess organizations from Paris (Ligue de l’IIe de France des Echecs),
Rotterdam (Pathena Foundation) and Murmansk (Murmansk Regional Chess Federation). 3
tournaments are already held in Paris (2017-2019), while 2020 (Murmansk) and 2021 (Rotterdam)
are already planned.
President of ChessMates Jurriaan Kien says: “ChessMates is delighted to welcome Ireland (ICU)
amongst its members. Ireland's active membership of the ChessMates™ association gives an
additional international dimension to our concept and shows that the idea is gaining momentum.
The ICU shares our values of international friendship and harmony between talented teenagers from
different cultural and linguistic backgrounds. Youth team chess competition as the perfect tool to
make the world a little bit better. Ireland has also shown in the recent past (Glorney Gilbert 2019) to
be more than capable of organizing youth chess tournaments. All the chess loving teenagers who
were lucky enough to be there will surely remember this event for the rest of their lives! A genuine
reliable partner. We hope other countries will follow so we can further develop ChessMates™ in
Europe and, at a later stage, in many other parts of the world."
The Development Officer of the ICU (Irish Chess Union) Venkatesan Kandasamy comments: “Ireland
participated in ChessMates™ tournament last couple of years. It is a very competitive tournament

and provides great opportunity for Irish players to play with the countries who have got world
standard chess players. Ireland is delighted to join the ChessMates ™ family”
With the joining of the ICU the ChessMates™ initiative has now 4 members. A great start, but the
ambitions are high. For the next years to come ChessMates™ expects to add more members and
more tournaments.
The formal signing of Ireland will take place during the next ChessMates tournament in Murmansk,
from13-15 March 2020.
The 4th edition will take place in hotel Azimut, 183038, Lenina prospect, 82, Russia.
This year’s Participating teams: Murmansk Chess Federation Chess Team (Host), Ile de France (IDF)
Youth Chess Team, Estonian (Närva) Maletaht Chess Star Team, Novorossiysk Chess Team (Russia),
the Leningrad Region Chess Federation Team (Russia) and the Irish Youth Chess Team.
BASAMRO Logistics from the Netherlands is the key sponsor of the Event and Plivio Imagineering is
the co-sponsor of the Event.
The 5th Edition will take place in Rotterdam in March 2021 and will be hosted by Pathena Rotterdam.

